CUSF General Body Meeting
Frostburg State University (FSU)
Minutes
Tuesday, October11, 2011

Attendance:
Joan S. Langdon,

Coppin (2)

Virletta Bryant

Frostburg (3)

Robert B. Kauffman, Peter Herzfeld, Elesha Ruminski

Salisbury (3)

David L. Parker, E. Patrick McDermott (phone)

Towson (4)

Martha Siegel, Jay Zimmerman, Leonie Brooks, Cheryl Brown

UB (2)

Stephanie Gibson, John Callahan
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Bowie (2)

UMB (5)

Nagaraj Neerchal, Zane Berge (phone), Joyce Tenney

UMCES (2)

Keith Eshleman

UMCP (6)

William Stuart, Stephen Mount, Alan Mattlage, William Montgomery,
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UMES (2)

ro

UMBC (3)

UMUC (3)

Joyce Shirazi, Betty Jo Mayeske, Margaret Cohen, Richard Schumaker, David Hershfield (alt)

Guests:

Ben Passmore (USM) (speaker), Irwin Goldstein (guest, phone)

CONVENING THE MEETING - 10:10 AM

Joyce Shirazi, Chair, called the meeting to order at 10:10 AM in the Atkinson Room in the Lane Center at
Frostburg State University.

WELCOME FROM THE CAMPUS - 10:02 AM
Robert Kauffman introduced Dr. Stephen Simpson, Provost of Frostburg State University. Dr. Jonathan
Gibralter, President, was on business in China. Dr. Simpson provided some of the new things that FSU is
doing. He started with the renovation of the Lane Center, the new technology building, Crompton Science
Building, and PAC Building. Dr. Simpson noted his contribution to shared governance including his
contribution in the formation of FSU’s Faculty Senate and CUSF. He introduced the new Ed.D program.
Several questions were asked from the floor. One of those involved the 2020 plan and their attempt to
increase retention rates, increase the quality of students, and increase experiential education.
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APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES - 10:26 AM
Initially, Joyce had everyone at the meeting reintroduce themselves and their committee assignment. At
10:41 AM, the minutes of the September 16, 2011 CUSF General Body meeting were approved by an
unanimous vote.

SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR’S REPORT - 11:42 AM
By phone, Irv Goldstein, Senior Vice Chancellor, gave his report to the group.
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UMCP/UMB Merger Study: Irv noted that there are twelve questions and that the committee titles were
named by colors. Joyce noted that the three CUSF representatives on the study’s purple group were:
Martha Siegel (TU), Nagaraj Neerchal (UMBC), and Joan Langdon (BU). In response to a question, Irv
noted that the merger is not a done deal and that it is moving along quickly to completion.
BOR Retreat: With the assistance of Joyce, Irv provided a brief update on the recent Board of Regents
Retreat. First, on the plus side, Irv noted that we have built a strong higher education system that is
designed to remain strong and to deliver quality programs. On the negative side, the economics including
the budget are not going well.
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Second, an update on the Strategic Plan titled: Powering Maryland Forward, was provided at the BOR
Retreat. It was discussed briefly and the attached power point handout was circulated. [The power point
titled: Powering Maryland Forward: An Update on Progress Under the USM’s 2020 Strategic Plan Presentation to the BORs’ Annual Retreat on October 6, 2011 is attached as an attachment to the
minutes.]
Third, and of concern to CUSF, Irv noted that there was a discussion regarding the tuition increase.
There were several questions from the CUSF members. The first involved faculty salaries and equity. Irv
noted that there is talk regarding a possible COLA in 2012 and merit in 2013. In addition, it was noted
that there are existing monies for retention of faculty who may be offered a job. Irv noted that the
evidence does not need to be a formal offer because by then it is too late, but that the evidence could
include the possibility of an offer such as phone conversations, etc.
There was a question regarding the status of the Dream Act. Irv noted that our enrollment isn’t really
influenced by the Dream Act since there aren’t a lot of students that fit into the category covered by the
Act. Also, he noted that the System doesn’t have the hard data on the issue. Ben Passmore, Assistant Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Finance and guest speaker, briefly addressed the issue.
There was a question regarding the Adjunct Taskforce at UMUC. Irv noted that it was in place. It was
asked from the floor if CUSF could get a copy of the report. There is no report since it was done at each
campus.
Potpourri - Next, Irv touched upon the following three studies without enumerating on them: the Coppin
Study, Baltimore City Committee, and Intercollegiate Athletics. Completed, the Coppin Study was
submitted. The other two committees are ongoing. There was no new information to report on these topics
since the September CUSF meeting [Secretary’s Note: See the September 16, 2011 minutes for a
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summary of this topic.].
Public Corporation: Next, the System is an autonomous public corporation. The operative term is how
autonomous is the System. The System is reexamining the original legislation regarding this issue. In
addition, it has an excellent bond rating.
Questions: The members asked several questions. First, there was a question regarding MHEC, its new
organization, and its new fee structure. There is the possibility that the unintentional consequence is that
their measures will retard program development which will make the System less competitive in a
changing educational environment.
A second question asked about the Coppin Study and its difficulty to complete.
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A third question focused on the Baltimore City Study. Irv indicated that the purpose of the study was to
increase graduation rates. Since the study has not really gotten underway, there is not much to discuss at
this point.
A fourth question was asked regarding the status of the Family Leave Policy. Irv indicated that it was
being worked on by Joe Vivona and JoAnn Goedert.
With no further questions, Irv left the discussion at 11:18 AM.

ro

ASSIST. VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE - 11:19 AM
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Prior to his formal presentation, Joyce asked Ben Passmore to comment on the BOR retreat. He indicated
that there were three general foci addressed: 1) college retention, 2) research, and 3) academic
transformation. He indicated that they are creating a system that can trace in a longitudinal study the
academic careers of students. This includes the independents as well as the System institutions.
Following the above discussion, Ben Passmore, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Administration and
Finance, began his formal presentation on the USM workload policy. The presentation began at 11:26
AM. The report is presented as an attachment to the minutes (See attachment). Since the graphics in the
report formed the basis of his power point presentation, the report is included because it is more complete.
The graphics in the report were the same as those in the power point.

LUNCH 12:20 PM
MEETING RECONVENED 1:00 PM
Commercialization Clause. [Secretary’s Note: For a full discussion of the topic, see the post lunch
discussion by the Senior Vice Chancellor in the September 16, 2011 minutes.] Joyce indicated that she
read her report at the Chancellor’s meeting. Also, the Executive Committee indicated that it had discussed
the development of a resolution on the issue for the CUSF General Body to act upon. [Secretary’s Note:
Since Irv brought a “concept” draft to facilitate discussion rather than seeking a formal response, the
Executive Committee feels that it would be appropriate to provide him with feedback and to work with
him as much as possible on the document before bringing a formal resolution to the floor on this matter.]
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UMCP/UMB Merger. It was noted from the floor that there will be public hearings on October 21st and
the 28th at College Park. The hearings will be broadcasted on television also.
UMCP Senate Committee on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion - The University of Maryland
University Senate Committee on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) sent a request to CUSF
requesting a written response in support of its recommendations regarding the expansion of employee
benefits and policy coverage to include same-sex domestic partners. The Executive Committee concluded
that the matter was currently an internal matter at College Park since it has not yet been passed by the
Senate and that at this time it would be inappropriate for CUSF to act upon the request. A comment from
the floor noted that CUSF has written a letter of support in the past on this matter. No further discussion
occurred.
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UMUC Communications. The Executive Committee is wrestling with this issue and the best course of
action to take. Although there is nothing definitive to report at this time, the Executive Committee has
spent considerable time and energy on this issue. Joyce indicated that as part of the process, we will 1) do
some more research on the issue, 2) discuss faculty communications at all USM campuses at the
upcoming Senate chairs meeting, and 3) address the issue of all USM faculty communications with Brit.
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Several comments from the floor indicated that CUSF has spent an inordinate amount of time on this
issue without resolution. The general consensus was that the problem needs to be solved. Several
members noted that the much of the problem may be an internal problem that could best be solved by the
UMUC faculty senate chair rather than CUSF. It was noted that in response to a meeting with a UMUC
CUSF representative, Irv and Brit did an investigation on shared governance at UMUC this last year.

COMMITTEE REPORTS - 1:52 PM
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Due to time constraints, committee reports were abbreviated. [Secretary’s Note: The current listing of
committee assignments is attached as an attachment.]
Ad Hoc Constitution and By-Laws committee - No Report
Membership and Rules - No Report

Legislative Affairs - John Callahan, chair, indicated that the committee would like to review the report.
The committee is gathering information on the UMCP/UMB merger, and on the issue of student aid,
loans, and scholarship affecting enrollment.
Academic Affairs - No Report
Faculty Rights and Benefits - No Report
Regents Faculty Awards - No Report

NEW BUSINESS - 1:56 PM
Joyce indicated that the new website is up and running and that the other two CUSF websites need to be
redirected to the new USM-based CUSF website.
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Steve Mount provided a brief report on the MHEC FAC meeting held on September 20th at the Anne
Arundel Community College. He noted that 1) Dr. Danette Howard had been appointed as Maryland’s
Interim Secretary for Higher Education, 2) that MHEC would soon be moving to 6 N. Liberty, with
Higher Ed., and 3) that MHEC had received a $1M grant which will focus on developmental mathematics
courses and course redesign.
Virletta provided a report on the BOR Education Policy Committee. She indicated that they focused on
three things: 1) They approved a new college at Coppin State University. 2) They highlighted the general
education in Psychology at Frostburg, and 3) they discussed the common core courses assessment.

ADJOURNMENT - 2:00 PM

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert B. Kauffman
Secretary

Strategic Plan titled: Powering Maryland Forward
The Seventeenth Annual Report on the Instructional Workload of the USM Faculty
CUSF Committee Assignments
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Attachments:
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Robert B. Kauffman
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With no additional business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:00 PM.
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CUSF Committees
2011-2012
Ad Hoc Constitution and ByLaws committee
1. Joyce Shirazi (Chair)
1. Dave Parker
2. Bill Chapin
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Academic Affairs
1. Martha Siegel (Chair)
2. Bill Stuart
3. Maggie Cohen
4. Elias Taylor
5. Ken Holum
6. Bill Chapin
7. Zane Berge
8. Nagaraj Neerchal
9. Joan Langdon
10. Monika Gross
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Legislative Affairs
1. John Callahan (Chair)
2. Tom Krause (alternate)
3. Alan Mattlage
4. E. Patrick McDermott
5. Bill Montgomery
6. Drew Alfgren
7. Steve Mount
8. Richard Schumaker
9. David Parker
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Membership and Rules
1. Bill Chapin (Chair)
2. Dave Parker
3. Robert Kauffman
4. Richard Schumaker

Faculty Rights and Benefits
1. E. Patrick McDermott (Chair)
2. Stephanie Gibson
3. Richard Zhao
4. Maggie Cohen
5. Dave Parker
6. Bobbi Adams
7. Emmanuel Onyeozili
8. Pete Herzfeld
9. Elesha Ruminski
10. Leonie Brooks
11. Betty Jo Mayeske
12. Paul Flexner
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Regents Faculty Awards
1. Jay Zimmerman (Chair)
2. Richard Zhao
3. Steve Mount
4. Virletta Bryant
5. Joyce Shirazi

